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Abstract: Fog Computing is a paradigm that expands Distributed computing (cloud computing) and administrations to the edge of the network. Comparable to Cloud, Fog gives information, process, stockpiling, and application administrations to end-clients. The inspiration of Fog processing lies in an arrangement of genuine situations, like Smart Grid, keen traffic signals in vehicular networks and programming characterized networks. Nowadays, usage of cloud computing has increased broadly but there are some issues which have not been solved due to inherent problems of cloud computing like unreliable latency, no mobility support and location awareness. Fog computing is also known as edge computing. This can resolve all those problems by providing elastic resources and services to the end users. This paper discusses the definition of fog computing and its applications in IOT (Internet of Things). It also gives some advantages and challenges of fog computing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fog Computing is a profoundly virtualized stage that is supportive of computing, storage, and systems administration (network) benefits between end gadgets and conventional Cloud Computing Data Centre, normally, however not exactly situated at the edge of the network. Figure 1 presents the glorified data and processing design supporting the future IoT applications, and illustrates the job of Fog Computing. Fog computing utilizes the concept of “fog nodes”. These fog nodes (computing devices) are very close to the data sources. Fog nodes also have higher capacity to process and store enormous generated data from the IoT devices. Fog nodes process all data quicker instead of sending data to cloud servers for decentralized computing / processing. Cloud is getting litter day by day because a huge number of devices are connected to the internet and exchanging data. Cloud computing is not capable of working successfully in some cases, it's necessary to use fog computing for Internet of Things (IOT) devices. It can process huge data that's generated by these devices. Fog computing has several advantages over cloud computing. Fog computing can boost usability and accessibility in various computing environments. Soon, cloud computing for IoT may fade out but fog computing will take over. IoT is seeing a formidable rate of growth then it needs a special infrastructure base that may handle all its requirements. Fog computing is the key to accomplish this critical work.
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**fig 1. IOT and fog computing**
II. RELATED WORK

This paper [1] focuses on limitations of cloud computing. How fog computing extends cloud computing and improves QOS (Quality of services). It discusses cloud computing becoming litter and reasons for that. Since there are inherent problems in cloud computing like unreliable latency, location awareness etc. Fog computing has the ability to reduce the time sensitive internet of things services request with less traffic congestion and bandwidth. Fog computing aim is to reduce the load on the data centres. Fog computing is not a replacement for cloud computing but extends some features from cloud computing to the edge of the IOT network.

This work [2] concentrates on the future potential of the emerging era of fog in IOT, big data analytics and storage. It discusses existing technologies like computing, communication and storage, also gives fog computing can be more intelligent with deployment of existing key technologies.

Paper gives key characteristics of fog computing [3] which is the platform that supports Fog services. The most effective platform to serve a rich portfolio of recent services and applications at the sting of the network. We envision the Fog to be a unifying platform, well enough to provide this new breed of emerging services and enable the event of recent applications.

This paper is talking about the utilization of fog computing for faster analysis of sensor data [4]. Aim of this work is to employ a smart mobile as a sensor to stay track of all the generated data of health care patients. Also compares the disadvantages of using cloud computing and the way cloud computing can be the simplest way for faster analysis of information.

Much research in cloud computing security has concentrated on ways of securing data from unauthorized access on cloud with developing access control and encrypted algorithms. But all these techniques have not worked. This paper discusses [5] how to secure cloud data by using algorithms like SHA1 and Naive Bayes having high accuracy.

Focuses on intelligent management of healthcare data at fog node for a real time health care monitoring system. In real time healthcare data can be created from various ways like body temperature, heart beat monitoring, oxygen level in body etc. [6] Paper tells How we can manage all this data using fog computing techniques.

This paper [7] discusses latency of fog computing and cloud computing. What are the components of the network which causes latency? [8] How to extract useful features from massive amounts of heterogeneous data generated by various edge devices in IOT.

Paper [9] depicts integration of fog computing in healthcare domain. It discusses what all the possible issues can be solved by applying fog computing technology and design future of the health fog reduces successfully the extra communication cost that is usually found in cloud computing.

[10] Paper gives idea about web optimization within fog computing context. By using existing technology for web optimisation in a best manner, such that these methods of web optimization can be merge with unique information that is only present at the edge (Fog) nodes.

While cloud computing [11] becomes well established services for applications like IOT, Big data analytics and machine learning. In fog computing applications process takes place on edge devices and cloud also intermediate fog nodes. Now fog computing becomes a virtually unexplored technology that provides numerous numbers of services.

[12] Paper depicts combination of IOT and fog computing, this paper takes one of the fog computing IOT based model and talks about the various layers. Papers used genetic algorithm and it finds distance between fog nodes and the end users. By analysing through this model papers talks 38% of the users are near to fog nodes.


There are numerous applications that can be model using fog computing [14], paper talks about definitions of fog computing and similar concepts and also gives representatives models which will promote fog computing.

[15] In IOT there will be millions of devices connected to fog computing and all devices gives tremendous amount of data from various domain like health, traffic, agriculture etc. All these dt can be easily compromised by some unauthorized parties. These fake data can mislead the health users and even may cause problems for people lives.

Fog computing will be allowing to compute all the IOT devices data to third party software or hardware [16]. Which may cause affect to users’ data directly or indirectly so the best method to overcome from these problems are usage of sha-1 and AES algorithms.

Paper depicts [17] fog computing combines cloud and on the spot computing with all the automatic management authorization. With all the automatic management is basically present within the cloud only. Also identifies crucial challenges that may cause for IOT preparation.

The study [18] concludes that use of home hospitalizations is increasing day by day using IOT, cloud and fog computing. This increases the quality of services for the patients. Study also talks about integrating cloud and fog computing helps in the time of covid 19, so patient can get accurate health monitoring data by accessing from anywhere.
As per the study of this paper many patients are afraid to go out from the house because it might be risk and infections may affect to people very fast. Therefore, usage of smart health care system can be easy to employ patient’s data in the time of covid-19 situation.

The study [20] reported that smart health care system is more convenient for all patients, because of its cost effective less, reliability and safety. The doctors can easily give prescribe and access patients health information. Due to this it also reduces the chance of infections from covid-19 situation.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

Fig 2 depicts a high level of architecture of fog computing. As shown in the above picture there are three main layers in fog computing. First is the cloud, the fog layer is located in the middle and the third is end users. End users might be sensors or edge devices or other devices which communicate with fog nodes. Middle layer is made up of fog nodes which process data locally and send only extracted data to the cloud. Data producing devices are too simple and the only aim is to produce data. Those devices don't have capacity to analyse data. They just produce data to the cloud and the cloud only has that capacity to process it. But the cloud is too far to pull and process it also late in response time. To avoid this problem fog computing came into picture and provides the best solution to it.

III.I APPLICATIONS

**Smart Building:** Many buildings are equipped with several IOT sensors to capture suspicious operations of buildings like parking space occupancy, temperature of a building and key card readers. Information from these devices must be watched to find what actions are to be taken; like, triggering a fire alarm if smoke is sensed. Video cameras are utilized in public places, parking lots and residential areas to reinforce safety and security. The bandwidth of visual data collected over a large-scale network makes it impossible to hold the information to the cloud and collect real-time insights. It helps to track real time data, any anomaly detection and collected data over time.

**Healthcare:** As devices get smaller data gets bigger, providers are still struggling to collect, analyse, visualize and utilize that can make a difference in patient care. Healthcare data generated for various patients from devices like home scales, wearable, blood glucose monitor, oxygen monitor and other sensors. As per research 50 billion of devices that produce 505 zettabytes of data by the end of this decade. To know the meaning of real time analytics, healthcare uses cloud solutions for its storage and analyses.
data is generated, it's been uploaded to the cloud and processed to extract useful information and again pulled back to the analytics engine. This may take a few minutes to happen but some patient safety cannot wait that long. Fog computing improves clinical decision making, reduces duplication of diagnostic testing, imaging, and history taking, better medication management can be incorporated.

**fig 4: healthcare monitoring system**

*Connected Vehicle (CV):* The Connected Vehicle deployment displays an expensive scenario of connectivity and interactions: cars to cars, cars to access points to access points. The Fog has a number of attributes that make it the best platform to give an expensive menu of safety, traffic support, and analytics: geo-distribution (throughout cities and along roads), mobility and placement awareness, low latency, heterogeneity, and support for real-time interactions.

A smart traffic light system reads bikers and pedestrians and calculates distance and speed of arriving vehicles. It also communicates with nearby lights to coordinate the traffic wave. This information sends warning signals to arriving vehicles.

**III. II ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES**

**ADVANTAGES**

*Privacy:* Fog computing has been used to control privacy of the data. In traditional mechanisms sensitive data is sent to a centralized system and analysed. Through fog computing any sensitive data can be analysed locally instead of sending it to the cloud. Because of this reason it also reduces reliability.

*Productivity:* If a customer wants to make a machine as he wants, they can use fog computing applications to build. These applications are built by using the right set of tools by developers. Once after development of their machine they can deploy it anywhere they want.

*Bandwidth:* Data generated by sensors or other devices are analysed locally instead of sending whole data into cloud and process there. Since selected data is extracted locally, it's easier to send data to the cloud, because of this bandwidth required for a device to push data to the cloud is very low.

*Latency:* Cloud is very close to the earth, there are high capability resources to process sensor data. This can be useful where data wants to be reached to the cloud quickly. Even at the time of pulling back to the local analysis system it takes too less time to pull.

**DISADVANTAGES**

*Complexity:* Due to the complexity of the fog computing concept it's hard to understand it easily. There are more fog nodes located geographically and will be analysing data so it leads to complexity in data analysis.

*Maintenance:* Since more devices and storages are distributed geographically it's required to provide more maintenance to all devices.

*Power consumption:* Number of fog nodes available in the environment directly consumes power. This means power required to these devices is high in order to perform functions.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

This research gives a summary of vision and defined important key characteristics of fog computing. The most effective platform to serve a rich portfolio of recent services and applications at the sting of the network. We envision the Fog to be a unifying platform, well enough to provide this new breed of emerging services and enable the event of recent applications.
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